Chapter 1

On RAM priority queues
Mikkel Thorupy
Abstract

representation of a set, or multiset, X of keys. In
its most basic form, a priority queue supports the
operations insert(x) setting X := X [ fxg, and
extract-min returning and deleting the smallest key
from X. Also, we will refer to the operations: find-min
returning minX, delete(x) setting X := X n fxg, and
decrease-key(x; d) setting X := (X n fxg) [ fx ?
dg. Priority queues are used directly for, say, task
scheduling in operating systems. Moreover, they are
essential to greedy algorithms. We study the complexity
of priority queue operations on a RAM with arbitrary
word size. It is assumed, however, that each key is an
integer contained in one (or any constant number of)
word(s) - so that operations like comparisons can be
carried out in constant time. We present exponential
improvements over previous bounds, and we show tight
relations to sorting.
In connection with their (n log log n) RAM sorting
algorithm, Andersson, Hagerup, Nilsson, and pRaman
[4] point out that the previous fastest O(n log n)
sorting technique by Fredman and Willard [11] has
applications within dynamic data structures, to which
the O(n log logn) sorting technique does not apply. To
this end we present

Priority queues are some of the most fundamental data
structures. They are used directly for, say, task scheduling
in operating systems. Moreover, they are essential to greedy
algorithms. We study the complexity of priority queue
operations on a RAM with arbitrary word size. We present
exponential improvements over previous bounds, and we
show tight relations to sorting.
Our rst result is a RAM priority queue supporting
insert and extract-min operations in worst case time
O(log log n) where n is the current number of keys in
thepqueue. This is an exponential improvement over the
O( log n) bound of Fredman and Willard from STOC'90.
Our algorithm is simple, and it only uses AC0 operations,
meaning that there is no hidden time dependency on the
word size. Plugging this priority queue into Dijkstra's
algorithm gives an O(m log log m) algorithm for the single
source shortest path problem on apgraph with m edges, as
compared with the previous O(m log m) bound based on
Fredman and Willard's priority queue.
Our second result is a general equivalence between
sorting and priority queues. A priority queue is monotone
if the the minimum is non-decreasing over time, as in
greedy algorithms. We show that on a RAM the amortized
operation cost of a monotone priority queue is equivalent
to the per key cost of sorting. For example the equivalence
implies that the single source shortest path problem on a
graph with m edges is no harder than that of sorting m keys.
With the current RAM sorting, this gives an O(m log log m)
time bound, as above, but the relation holds no matter the
future developments in RAM sorting.
From the equivalence presult, for any xed " > 0,
we derive a monotone O( log n1+" ) priority queue with
constant time decrease-key
p . Plugging this into Dijkstra's
algorithm gives an O(n log n1+" + m) algorithm for the
single source shortest path problem on a graph with n nodes
and m edges, complementing the above O(m log log m)
algorithm if m  n. This improves the O(n log n= log log n +
m) bound by Fredman and Willard from FOCS'90 based
on their O(log n= log log n) priority queue with constant
decrease-key.

Theorem 1.1. There is a RAM priority queue
supporting insert and extract-min in O(loglog n)
worst case time, where n is the current number of keys
in the queue.

Thus our operation cost matches the per key cost of
sorting from [4]. Note that with tabulated multiplicity,
we get delete, and hence decrease-key, in O(loglog n)
amortized time, simply be skipping extracted keys of
multiplicity 0. Also we can get find-min in constant
time if we always remember the last extracted key and
consider it part of the queue. The priority queue of
Theorem 1.1 requires sparse tables with constant access
time. With hash tables, and hence randomization, we
only need linear space. If, instead, we use tries, we get
a deterministic space bound of O(nu" ), or O(n + u" )
if we are satis ed with amortized time bounds. Here
u = 2w is the size of the universe, and " is any
positive constant. Our algorithm is simple, and for
the deterministic version, we only need an instruction
set with comparisons, addition, subtraction, bitwise
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`and' and `or', and unrestricted shift to the left and
to the right within a word. All these operations are
in AC0, meaning that we do not have any hidden time
dependency on the word size.
Our result is an exponential improvement over
the previous fastest priority queues by Fredman and
Willard
p [11], supporting insert and extract-min in
O( log n) time with a similar trade-o between hashing/randomization and space as ours. Also, in [11] they
get an O(logn= loglog n) time bound in deterministic
linear space. The techniques from [11] are complicated
and use operations like multiplication outside AC0 [7].
However, in a recent paper [3], Anderson presentspa simple deterministic priority queue achieving the O( log n)
time bound, using only AC0 operations and with space
bounds like ours. For completeness it should be noted
that with tabulated multiplicity, all keys in the queue
are distinct, so n  u, and hence our priority queue is
always at least as fast as van Emde Boas's O(loglog u)
priority queue [24,25].
In contrast to our new priority queues, the priority
queues from [3,11] are general dynamic search structures supporting find(x) within the same time bounds.
Here find(x) nds the smallest key in the queue greater
than or equal to x. Interestingly, it is provably impossible to extend our O(log logn) priority queue with
such a find operation.
Miltersen has pointed out that
setting n = 2log3=2 w , the arguments in [20,21] imply
an (log1=3?o(1) n) lower bound for find. This lower
bound holds even if we allow randomization and amortization. The lower bound is, however, beaten both if
the word size w is suciently long compared with n [2],
or if it is suciently short [24,25]. In [20] it is asked
if the lower bounds for find can be beaten if we restrict ourselves to insert and extract-min. Our new
O(loglog n) upper bound for all word sizes answers this
question in the armative. In particular this implies
a separation between priority queue operations in the
RAM model contrasting the comparison model were the
cost per operations is (log n) both with and without
find.
Plugging the priority queue of Theorem 1.1 into
Dijkstra's algorithm [10], we get
Corollary 1.1. There is an O(m log log m) algo-

tively. The advantage to focusing on Dijkstra's algorithm is that it facilitates later discussions of constant
time decrease-key operations.
The O(loglog n) bound in Theorem 1.1 matches
the per key cost of the recent O(n log logn) sorting
algorithm by Andersson, Hagerup, Nilsson, and Raman
[4], but will such a match be possible for all future
developments in RAM sorting? The complexity of
searching followed the per key cost of sorting in Fredman
and Willard's fusion trees [11], but as we discussed
above they are now provably left behind. Will the same
happen to priority queues? Below we give a partial
answer to this question.
By a monotone priority queue, we mean a priority queue with the restriction on insert(x) that x >
minX. Thus, for a monotone priority queue, the minimum is non-decreasing over time. For contrast, we
will often refer to standard priority queues without the
monotonicity restriction as unrestricted. The monotonicity restriction on priority queues has been applied
previously in [1]. Monotonicity would be prohibitive for
priority queues used for, say, task scheduling in operating system, but it is not a problem for greedy algorithms
like Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. Our second result is a general equivalence on RAMs between sorting
and monotone priority queues.

Above Dijkstra's algorithm should only be taken as a
representative for greedy algorithms. We could equally
well apply our priority queue to the algorithm from
[18], and get an O(n loglog n) algorithm for the alphabetic tree problem on n codes. Based on the priority
queues from [12], thepprevious best bounds
p for the two
problems were O(m log m) and O(n log n), respec-

Note that potentially Theorem 1.2 could be used to
obtain lower bounds for sorting. As mentioned above,
[20,21] imply amortized non-constant lower bounds on
search operations. Similar non-constant lower bounds
on monotone priority queue operations would imply a
non-linear lower bound for RAM sorting.
We will now show how Theorem 1.2 can be used

Theorem 1.2. For a RAM with arbitrary word
size, if we can sort n keys in time ns(n), where s is nondecreasing, then (and only then) there is a monotone
priority queue with capacity for n keys, supporting
find-min in constant time and insert and delete in
s(n)+O(1) amortized time. The equivalence holds even
if n is limited in terms of the word size w.

To prove Theorem 1.2 we will show how to maintain
a monotone priority queue spending constant time on
find-min and constant amortized time on insert and
delete plus some sorting time. Each key passing
through the queue participates in at most one sorting,
and when we sort a set of keys, they are all currently
contained in the queue. As an immediate consequence
of Theorem 1.2, we get the following strengthening of
Corollary 1.1:

Corollary 1.2. On a RAM, the single source
shortest path problem on a graph with m edges is no
rithm for the single source shortest path problem on a harder than that of sorting m keys, no matter the future
developments in sorting.
graph with m edges.
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to construct priority queues with a constant time cupying any constant number of words. If there is no
decrease-key operation. From [4] we know that we bound on the number of words per integer, we need to
can sort in linear expected time if (log n)2+"  w for add the time it takes to read the distinguishing presome xed " > 0. Thus, by Theorem 1.2,
xes [5]. As discussed in [4], multiple word integers is
Corollary 1.3. There is a monotone priority not an exotic special case. For example, the IEEE 754
queue supporting find-min in constant time and oating-point standard is designed so that the ordering
insert and delete in expected constant amortized time of oating point numbers can be deduced by perceiving
if (log n)2+"  w for some xed " > 0.
their representations as multiple word integers [15].
By an atomic priority queue we refer to a priority queue
The priority queue of Theorem 1.1 is presented in
where all the above operations are done in constant Section 2. To show that this priority queue is simple
amortized time, as in Corollary 1.3.
enough to be of practical relevance, when possible, we
From [12], essentially we have (for details, see will complement references to known general construcAppendix B or [22, x4])
tions by simpler direct constructions. The reduction to
Lemma 1.1. Provided
mono- sorting from Theorem 1.2 is presented in Section 3.
tone/unrestricted atomic priority queues for up to f(n)
keys, there is a monotone/unrestricted priority queue 2 An O(loglog n) priority queue
with capacity n, supporting the operations find-min, 2.1 A priority queue for small integers. The goal
insert, and decrease-key in constant amortized time, of this section is to prove
and delete in time O(log n= logf(n)).
Theorem 2.1. There is a priority queue with up to
In [12] they provide unrestricted atomic priority queues n keys, supporting insert and extract-min operations
for up to (log n)2 keys, thus getting an unrestricted of (w= logn)-bit integers in O(log logn) time.
priority queue with capacity n, supporting find-min, From [6], we need
insert, and decrease-key in constant amortized
Lemma 2.1. We can merge two sorted lists, each
time, and supporting delete in O(logn= log(logn)2 ) = of at most k keys stored in a single word, into a single
O(logn= loglog n) amortized time. With tabulated mul- sorted list stored in two words in time O(log k).
tiplicity, w  log n, so Corollary 1.3 implies
Corollary 2.1. For n  k, given two lists of n
p 1?a" monotone atomic priority queues for up exp( logn ) keys (w=k)-bit integers, spread over n=k words, we can merge
for any xed "0 p> 0. Thus we get delete in time them into 2n=k words in time O(n=k  logk).
p
O(logn= log(exp( logn1?" ))) = O( log n1+" ), that Corollary 2.1 is implicit in [6] but in a parallel setting.
is,
We note the following simple sequential derivation:
Corollary 1.4. There is a monotone priority
Proof. Pop the rst word of each of the two lists
queue with capacity n supporting find-min, insert, to be merged. Apply Lemma 2.1 to these two words,
and decrease-key in expected amortized constant time, obtaining w0 and w1. Now w0 is the rst word in the
p
and delete in expected amortized time O( log n1+" ) merged list while w1 is pushed on the list from which
its last/biggest key came from. Thus we repeat until
for any xed "0 > 0.
Plugging Corollary 1.4 into Dijkstra's algorithm [10], we one list is empty. Hence each application of Lemma 2.1
extracts one word for the nal merged list while the
get
0
other
goes back for the next iteration.
2
Corollary 1.5. For any " > 0, we can solve the
To
proof
Theorem
2.1,
we
will
use
Lemma
2.1
and
single source shortest path problem on a graph with n
p
nodes and m edges in expected time O(n log n1+" +m). Corollary 2.1 with k = logn.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Note that the complexity
The
previous
stated
in Theorem 2.1 is in terms of the maximum
best bound linear in m was O(n logn= loglog n + m),
number
of keys in the priority queue. At the end of the
based on the priority queues from [12]. For completenext
section,
we will reduce this dependency to being
ness, Corollary 1.5 should also be compared
with the
p
on
the
current
number of keys.
word size dependent bound of O(n w + m) from [1].
We
will
view
the merging described in Corollary 2.1
In fact, the bound from [1] is based on priority queues
as
divided
into
n=k
steps. Thus it takes as many steps
restricted beyond monotonicity, tailored particularly for
to
merge
two
lists
as
there are words in each list, and for
Dijkstra's algorithm. Since w  log n this bound is only
k
=
log
n,
each
step
takes time O(loglog n). Referring
1+o(1)
better for w = (log n)
. Recall that for small m,
to
our
concrete
proof
of Corollary 2.1, each step essenwe have the complementing O(n + m log logm) bound
tially
corresponds
to
two
applications of Lemma 2.1.
from Theorem 1.1.
Now,
concerning
insert, we will have a \reception"
The above time bounds hold for integer keys ocB0 and \bu ers" B1 ; . . .; Blog n?log log n . The reception
0

0

0

0

0
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B0 is a sorted list of at most log n keys stored in a
single word. Supposing that B0 is not yet full, by
Lemma 2.1, we can merge a single new key into B0
in time O(loglog n).
The bu ers Bi , i > 0, may contain 0, 1, or 2 sorted
lists of 2i?1 logn keys, each distributed over 2i?1 words.
Hence, the maximum capacity of Bi is 2i words. If Bi
contains 2 lists these may be partially merged.
The insert operations are organized in rounds of
length logn. This is the time it takes us to ll B0 .
Also a round allows us to do one merge step in each
bu er. Within a round, we have an index running from
logn ? 1 and down to 0. When the process starts, all
Bi are empty, and i = log n ? 1.
Algorithm A. insert(x)
A.1. Insert x into B0 .
A.2. If i = 0,
A.2.1. Move the list of B0 to B1 .
A.3. If 0 < i  log n ? loglogn and Bi contains 2 lists,
A.3.1. Make one merge step on these two lists.
A.3.2. If the merging is thereby completed,
A.3.2.1.
Move the resulting list to Bi+1 .
A.4. i := i ? 1 mod log n.
Note that no bu er is visited if i > logn ? log logn.
The point is that each bu er Bi is visited exactly once
in each round. Clearly the insert runs correctly in
O(loglog n) time if it is true that we never get more
than 2 lists in any bu er. Thus we have to show for
step A.3.2.1, that Bi+1 contains at most one list. Now,
Bi+1 contains 2 lists for at most 2i rounds, since this
is the number of steps it takes to merge two lists of 2i
words each. Thus it suces to show
C
. laim 1 Bu er Bj is emptied at most every 2j th
round.
P. roof. The proof is by induction on j. The base

case, j = 0, is immediate since B0 is emptied once every
round; namely when i = 0.
For the inductive step, we note that when the rst
list is moved to Bj , then Bj ?1 is emptied. Thus, by
induction, it takes at least 2j ?1 rounds before a second
list is moved from Bj ?1 to Bj , and further 2j ?1 rounds
before the two lists are merged so that the result can be
moved to Bj +1 .
3
In order to implement extract-min, we associate a
standard log-heap M [26] with the rst/smallest key of
each Bi . Since there are at most log n Bi , each operation
on M is supported in O(log logn) time.
Now extract-min is implemented as follows. First,
using M, we nd the bu er Bi with the smallest rst
key, hence the smallest overall key x. Second we add
the next key of Bi to M|even if Bi contains two lists,
this is easily organized locally within Bi in constant
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time. Assume that no keys are zero|zero keys can
always be dealt with separately. Then, third, we zero
x's position in L (so that it stays neutral in later merges.
We do not yet want to start shifting keys around in the
words). Finally, we return x. The rst two operations
are done in time O(loglog n), and the last two are done
in constant time. Note that we resist the temptation
to do any merge steps during extract-min; otherwise
we would be at risk of violating the the counting from
Claim 1.
In order to maintain M properly, we note that
insert may change the rst key of B0 . Also, when
moving Bi to Bi+1 , we need to delete from M the
biggest smallest key in the two. Both cases are dealt
with in time O(log logn).
At the moment extract-min does not decrease the
size of the Bi . We need to prevent the priority queue
from growing beyond the order of the maximal number
of non-zero keys. This is done simply by changing
step A.3.2.1 to
A.3.2.1' If the rst half of the keys in the resulting
list are zeroed, remove them. Afterwards the list
contain 2i words, and stay as a single list in Bi .
Otherwise, if the rst half contains non-zero keys,
move the full list of 2i+1 words to Bi+1 .
Clearly this change does not a ect our argument that
each bu er contains at most two lists|it can only
take longer time for a bu er to get emptied. As a
consequence of our new step A.3.2.1', we will never start
using bu er Bi+1 unless we have at least 2i?1 log n nonzero keys. Hence the used bu ers never get a total
capacity for more than 8 times as many keys as are
needed.
Above, it might seem as if we need to know n in
advance for the packing of keys in words. However, all
the algorithm need to know in advance is the word size
w an the number b of bits in each key. The time bound
only requires that we have capacity for logn keys in
each word, i.e. that log n  w=b. This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.1.
2
Elaborating on the above proof, it is possible to construct a O(log n) priority queue for integers with
(w=(log n loglog n)) bits each. The immediate changes
are to set k = logn log logn and to let M be a recursive
version of the priority queue thus constructed. Unfortunately, B0 becomes much more messy to implement.
Note, for example, that already after one recursion, all
keys t into one word. Theorem 2.1, however, suces
for the proof of Theorem 1.1. Our real bottleneck is the
range reduction to be presented in the next section.
It should be mentioned that merging previously
has been used in connection with priority queues to
make them adaptable to sequential storage [13]. Our
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algorithm seems simpler than the one in [13], so it could recurrence (2.1).
be interesting to see how it performed on sequential
P. roof of Theorem 1.1: Let w be the full word
storage if we ignored the packing.
length. Starting with w-bit integers, we apply recurrence (2.1) loglog n times. At cost O(loglog n) per
2.2 Priority queues for arbitrary integers. In operation, this reduce our problem to dealing with
this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. To (w= log n)-bit integers. By Theorem 2.1, these can be
get from arbitrary integers to short integers we will use a dealt with in O(log logn) time, so the total time is
recursive range reduction which can be seen as a simple O(log log n) per operation.
specialized variant of van Emde Boas' data structure
Above, we have not taken into account that we want
[24,25], inspired by the developments in [5,16,17,19]. our complexities in terms of the current number of keys
Let T(n; b) be the time for insert and extract-min in in the queue. In order to achieve this, we will generally
a priority queue with up to n b-bit integers. We assume be working on a \current" queue Q with the current
that b but not n is known in advance. By Theorem 2.1, keys, as well as on two auxiliary queues Q? ; Q+ . The
T(n; w= logn) = O(loglog n). We will show that
capacities of Q? ; Q; Q+ will be 2i; 2i+1; 2i+2 for some
i. Moreover, we will have Q = Q? [ Q+ . Finally,
(2.1)
T(n; b) = O(1) + T(n; b=2):
the current queue Q will always be at least 1/4 full.
Consequently,
our capacity is at most 14 times the
Here b is assumed to be a power of 2. For any b-bit
needed
capacity.
The system is started with Q half full.
integer x, let low(x) denote the contents of last b=2 bits,
We
only
use
the
system
when we have at least 2 current
and let high(x) denote the contents of the rst b=2 bits.
keys,
and
when
this
happens,
we let the capacities be
b=
2
Thus, x = high(x)2 + low(x).
2;
4;
8.
Let H be a (b=2)-bit integer priority queue. H will
In connection with any query q. If Q is more
be used for the high-values of the inserted keys. We
than
half full and Q? is non-empty, rst we call
will maintain a separate table with the values h 2 H;
?
+
we
either in linear space using random hash table [9,19], or x := extract-min(Q ); insert(x; Q ), and then
? = ;
perform
q.
If
Q
gets
lled,
by
that
time
Q
"
for any xed " > 0, deterministically in O(nu ) space
using tries (for details, see Appendix A or [22, x4]). and Q+ = Q, so? Q+ is+ half full. +Hence we can
Moreover, for each h 2 H, we will have an integer l(h) restart setting (Q ; Q; Q+ ) := (Q; Q ; ;). If Q is
rst we call
and a (b=2)-bit integer priority queue L(h) such that less than half full and +Q is non-empty,
?) twice, and
x
:=
extract-min
(Q
);
insert
(x;
Q
 fl(h)g [ L(h) = flow(x)jx 2 Q; high(x) = hg
then we perform q. If Q becomes 1/4 full, by that
where Q is the set of current keys.
time Q+ = ; and Q? = Q is half full, so we can
 l(h) < minL(h).
restart setting (Q? ; Q; Q+) := (;; Q?; Q). Clearly
Besides, we will have an integer hmin = minH. Initially this standard doubling/halving does not change our
H = ; and hmin = 1. We are now ready to present asymptotic complexities.
2
concrete implementations of insert and extract-min
settling recurrence (2.1).
3 Equivalence between sorting and priority
Algorithm B. insert(x)
queues
B.1. (h; l) := (high(x); low(x)).
3.1 The general reduction. This section is devoted
B.2. If h 62 H,
to the general proof of Theorem 1.2. For simplicity,
B.2.1. hmin := min(h; hmin).
we assume that our queues are always non-empty. Fix
k = logn log logn. We will assume:
B.2.2. insert(h; H).
(i) Sparse universal tables, either by hashing [9] in
B.2.3. l(h) := l.
linear space with expected constant look-up time,
B.3. If h 2 H,
or
for any " > 0, by tries in space O("?1 u" )
B.3.1. (l(h); l) := (min(l(h); l); max(l(h); l)).
doing
look-up by "?1 comparisons (for details, see
B.3.2. insert(l; L(h)).
Appendix A or [22, x4]).
Algorithm C. extract-min
(ii) Unrestricted atomic priority queues for up to k
C.1. x := hmin  2b=2 + l(hmin ).
keys. In [12] such queues are provided, which, in
C.2. If jL(hmin )j > 0, l(hmin ) := extract-min(L(h)).
fact,
take up to (log n)2 keys. They require O(n)
C.3. If jL(hmin )j = 0, hmin := extract-min(H).
preprocessing time and space.
C.4. Return x.
Each of the above algorithms make exactly one recur- (iii) Unrestricted atomic priority queues for (w=k)-bit
sive call, so this settles the time bound described in
keys. Such queues will be presented in the next
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section. Really we should have written dw=ke-bit
keys, but for ease of presentation, we generally
ignore rounding problems as long as they only a ect
our results by constant factors (< 2). The case
where k > w will be taken special care of in the
next section.
(iv) Your favorite sorting algorithm sort.
We will perceive words as divided into k elds of size
w=k. For any key x, we let x[i] denote the contents of
the ith eld of the word containing x. Also, x[i::j] =
x[i]    x[j]. For any two keys x; y, by split(x; y) we
denote the rst i such that x[i] 6= y[i]. If x = y,
split(x; y) = k + 1. Applying the \lead", \compress",
and \msb" operations from [11, x5], we compute split
in constant time. Below, instead of implementing
delete directly, for simplicity, we will start by just
allowing delete-min, deleting the smallest key. The
general delete operation will be included at the end of
this section.
Our priority queue consists of the following components:
 The smallest key  in the queue. Thus find-min is
trivially done in constant time. Note for any keys
x; y in the queue that split(; x) > split(; y)
implies x < y.
 Some sorted lists L1 ; . . .; Lk of keys where Li
satisfy 8x 2 Li : split(; x) > i. Note that i < j
implies that any key in Lj could also have been
in Li . Also note that if we replace  by 0 and
  0  minLi , then this does not violate the
condition on Li .
Using an unrestricted atomic priority queue from
(ii), in constant amortized time, we can keep track
of which of the list L1; . . .; Lk that has smallest
rst key. This key is hence S
the smallest of all the
keys in the lists. Thus min i Li = mini fminLi g
is computable in constant amortized time.
 From (iii) we get unrestricted atomic priority
queues A1; . . .; Ak for (w=k)-bit keys { corresponding to the elds of our original keys. For i =
1; . . .; k, it is required that [i] < minAi . With
each a 2 Ai is associated a set Si (a) of keys x such
that x[1::i] = [1::i ? 1]a. For the membership in
Ai and the entries to Si (), we use the universal
tables from (i).
S
Let Ai denote a2Ai Si (a). Then 8x 2 Ai :
split(; x) = i, so i > j implies maxAi < minAj .
We will also have an unrestricted atomic priority
queue from (ii) keeping track of the maximumindex
i of a non-empty Ai .

Above (fg; L1; . . .; Lk ; A1; . . .; Ak ) is understood to be
a partitioning of the keys currently in the queue. We
are now ready to implement insert and delete-min.
Algorithm D. insert(x)
D.1. i := split(x; ).
D.2. If x[i] 62 Ai then insert(x[i]; Ai), setting
Si (x[i]) := ;.
D.3. Si (x[i]) := Si (x[i]) [ fxg.

S

Algorithm E.

delete-min

E.1. L := min h Lh .
E.2. i := split(L ; ).
E.3. Let j be maximum such that Aj is non-empty.
E.4. a := minAj .
E.5. If i < j or (i = j and L [i]  a) then
E.5.1. Lj := sort(Sj (a)).
E.5.2. Delete a from Aj .
E.5.3. L := minfL; minLj g.
E.6.  := L .
E.7. Delete L from its list.
To see the correctness of Algorithm E, in connection
with the condition of step E.5, observe:
 If i  j, then Lj = ;; for assume Lj 6= ;. Then
split(minLj ; ) > j, and hence minLj < L
contradicting the minimality of L . Thus we do not
loose any keys when overwriting Lj in step E.5.1.
 The condition implies that the coming minimum
key in the queue has pre x [1::j ? 1]a. Thus after
step E.6, Lj will correctly satisfy that x[1::j] =
[1::j] for all x 2 Lj .
Above we maintain the priority queue spending constant
amortized time per insert or delete-min operation
plus sorting. Each key participate in exactly
S Aioneto
sorting;
namely
when
it
is
transferred
from
i
S Li. Thus sort is only called with disjoint subsets
of
i
the keys, and whenever sort(X) is called, X is a subset
of the keys currently in the queue.
We will now augment our priority queue with the
general
S delete operation. We will use a universal table
D  i Li denoting keys that are to be deleted. Then
delete may be implemented as follows.
Algorithm F. delete(x)
F.1. If x 6=  then
F.1.1. i := split(x; )
F.1.2. If x[i] 2 Ai and x 2 Si (x[i]) then
F.1.2.1.
Si (x[i]) := Si (x[i]) n fxg.
F.1.2.2.
If Si (x[i]) = ;, delete x[i] from Ai .
F.1.3. else
F.1.3.1.
D := D [ fxg.
F.2. else
S
F.2.1. L := min h Lh .
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F.2.2. While L 2 D,
F.2.2.1.
Delete L from
D and from its list Lh .
S
F.2.2.2.
L := min h Lh .
F.2.3. delete-min
S
For space reasons, if ever jDj  j i Li j=2, we scan
through all the Li deleting the keys from D, and
setting D := ; at the end. The cost of the scan is
attributed to the delete operations that lled D. Thus
still we maintain the priority queue spending constant
amortized time per operation plus sorting. Sorting is
only called on disjoint subsets of keys, and whenever
sort(X) is called, X is a subset of the keys currently
in the queue. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2,
assuming the unrestricted atomic priority queue from
(iii), to be described in the next section.

We will now argue that we spend only constant
amortized time for each key inserted. If a key is reinserted by delete-min, we restart the accounting, attributing the cost to delete-min. Consider a particular key x. The merges (step G.3.1) that x participate
in must have strictly increasing values of i. In a given
merging, the lists contain between 2i?1 + 1 and 2i keys.
Loosing at most a factor 2, we assume that both lists
are full, containing 2i keys. Then, if 2i  k, the per key
cost of the merging is O(i=2i ). If 2i > k, the per key
cost of the merging is O(logk=k). Thus, the maximum
total cost per key is

we will prove

number of \missing" keys in the lists. Thus  starts at
0, and generally 0    2n. Note that insert does not
a ect . The immediate consequence of delete-min is
that we delete an key from a list, hence that we increase
 by one. Now, if Li gets emptied, jLi j  2i?1, so
this decreases  by  2i?1. Thus the total number of
reinsertions is bounded from above by the total number
of delete-min operations, implying that the amortized
cost of delete-min is O(1). To get general delete, as
in the last section, we just introduce a table D over keys
to be deleted, checking new minimums against D. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

(

Xk? i=2i + Xn log k=k) = O(1):

log

1

i=1

log

i=log k

that delete-min has constant cost if we ignore
3.2 An unrestricted atomic priority queue for Recall
the reinsertions. To account
the reinsertions, we use
small integers. As promised in (iii) in the previous, a potential function  = PLifor
i
(2
6 ; ?jLi j) measuring the
Theorem 3.1. There is an unrestricted atomic
priority queue with up to n dw=ke-bit keys, where k =
logn loglog n, supporting find-min in constant time,
and supporting insert, and delete in constant amortized time.

If w  k, the keys have only 1 bit, so there are only
two possible keys. In this case, it is therefore trivial to
support an unrestricted atomic priority queue. Thus we
may assume w > k, but then rounding will only a ect
our results by at most a factor 2, and hence rounding
will be ignored for ease of presentation.
Our construction is a faster but amortized variant
of the one used for Theorem 2.1 in Section 2.1. The
keys will be stored in sorted lists L0 ; . . .; Llog n where
either Li = ;, or 2i?1 < jLij  2i . Moreover, if Li is
non-empty, it is distributed over at most djLi j=ke words.
Algorithm G. insert(x)
G.1.L0 := (x).
G.2.i := 0.
G.3.While Li 6= ; do
G.3.1. Merge L0 and Li into L0 .
G.3.2. Li := ;.
G.3.3. i := i + 1.
G.4.Li := L0.
In order to support find-min and delete-min, we
use the unrestricted atomic priority queue from [12]
to keep track of which of the at most logn lists that
has the smallest rst key. Let Li be the list with the
smallest rst key x. Then find-min just returns x. To
implement delete-min, we rst delete x from Li . If
thereby jLi j  2i?1, we empty Li , reinserting the keys
one by one using insert.

=
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A Machine models and space

For theoretical reasons it is worthwhile noting that
hashing is not needed for the tabulation of H in
the Section 2.2. Without hashing our time bounds
do not only become deterministic, but also we avoid
multiplication which is not in AC0 [7]. Then, as for the
sorting results [4], all word operations needed on the
RAM, including the packed merging of Lemma 2.1 from
[6], are in AC0 ; that is, they can all be implemented
by circuits of polynomial size and constant depth.
More speci cally, we need the following restricted AC0
instruction set: comparisons, addition, subtraction,
bitwise `and' and `or', and unrestricted shift to the left
and to the right within a word. In fact it should suce
with shifts of lengths w2?i, so we are only asking for
log w shifts to be hardwired. Note that right shift is
important in the sense that for the remaining operations
alone, even if we include multiplication, we have an
(n log n) lower bound for sorting [8].
Note that our Algorithm B implementing insert
adds one new entry to one of our recursively de ned
H-tables. For our hash table solution, this implies that
if we enumerate the tables as the they are allocated,
and include the table numbers in our entries, we may
con ne ourselves to one universal hash table of size
O(n). Thus, with hashing the total space is O(n). A
similar observation is made in [19].
For the deterministic case, for any constant " > 0,
we can achieve the O(log logn) time bound in space
O(nu" ), where u = 2w is the size of the universe. This
follows from the following result:
Proposition A.1. On a RAM with restricted AC0

instruction set, for any constant " > 0, we can manage
up to n universal tables with a total of up to n used
entries, using constant deterministic access time and
O(nu" ) space. Here u = 2w is the size of the universe
and w is the word size.

Suppose that RAMs have address length a constant
fraction of the word length. Compare with a traditional O(n1+ ) space algorithm. Set " = =2. Then
O(nu" ) beats O(n1+ ) in terms of how small RAMs we
can run on.
Proof. Consider each entry as a string of 1=" characters of at most w" bits each. Each table is then implemented as an unordered trie of depth 1=" where the
children of a node are tabulated in \sub-tables" with
w"-bit \sub-entries". Since " is a constant, the tries are
accessed in constant time. Moreover, the total number of used sub-tables is O(n) and each takes space
2w" = u". Thus, if we only allocate the sub-tables as
we used them, the total space requirement is O(nu"),
as desired.
2
The deterministic space bound can be improved to
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O(n+u") if we are satis ed with amortized O(loglog n)
time bounds. We can then be lazy building up our
tables/priority queues, only keeping the parts leading to
the currently smallest key updated.
laziness alone
Plogi=0The
log n i w=2i+1
allows us to operate
in
space
O(
22
)=
p
O(2w=2) = O( u). Inspired by [5,4,16], this should
be combined with letting the top-level of the range
reduction divide the words into pieces of w" bits each.
Then the resulting table space becomes O(u"), as
desired. Note that if we are not payed for unused space,
then O(n + u") is as good as linear on RAMs with
address length a constant fraction of the word length.

B Getting constant decrease-key

In this section, we show how the \AF-heap" from [12,
x2.2] gives a constructive proof of Lemma 1.1. For the
unrestricted case, we just set B = f(n)= log n. Then
the AF-heap gives delete in time O(logn= logB), but
from [12, x2.3], we know that f(n) = ((log n)2 ), so
O(logn= logB) = O(log n= logf(n)).
For the monotone case it should be noted that even
if the resulting queue is monotone, the insertions in the
AF-heap, do not all immediately respect monotonicity,
but the exceptions fall in two groups:
 During the \ripple" operation, a minimum x is
deleted and a replaced by a larger key y. In order
to preserve monotonicity, we just insert y before
deleting x.
 During the \consolidate" operation, a set X of keys
are turned into a priority queue. Here we initiate
the queue with a dummy 0  minX, which we
remove after inserting the keys from X.
With these minor modi cations, the construction from
[12, x2.2] proves Lemma 1.1.
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